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ABSTRACT
In this study, we analyze students’ argumentation structures constructed using semiotic mediation
activities involving a task with indeterminate diagrams. The main purpose of this article is to
reveal how semiotic mediation activities engaged indeterminacy of diagram to support students’
argumentation structure construction. To this end, we use Toulmin’s model to illustrate how
students construct and elaborate their conjectures and arguments about geometrical properties in
the process of actualizing virtual relationships between the given diagrams. The findings indicate
that the various ways in which the students explored the argumentation structures latent in the task
emerged from the indeterminacy of the given diagrams and their potential meanings and
relationships. In particular, both constructive argumentation and structurant argumentation were
promoted in the process of logically connecting the diagrams. We also observed that the students
used kinematic and spatial metaphors to describe the possibilities in the logical connections
between diagrams while constructing argumentation structures. As a conclusion, we claim that
diagrammatic indeterminacy can be considered semiotic potential or its source.
Key Words: Argumentation structure, Indeterminacy of diagram, Virtual network diagram, Semiotic mediation,
Semiotic potential

INTRODUCTION
The Euclidean geometry included in the secondary
geometry curriculum in Korea, as in many other
countries, is expected to provide students with
opportunities to perform authentic mathematical activities in ways that mathematicians also do (Herbst &
Brach, 2006). However, it has been criticized for
focusing primarily on practice in writing proofs
(Weiss, Herbst, & Chen, 2009). Although some
previous studies have been conducted on providing
students with the opportunity to transition from
conjecturing to proving (e.g., Lin, Yang, Lee, Tabach,
& Stylianides, 2011), the main context of the tasks
addressed were often algebraic pattern finding. This

is due to the fact that in Euclidean geometry, it is
difficult for students to produce their own conjectures
about geometric properties, construct propositions,
and come up with the ideas for proofs, such as
introducing auxiliary diagonal lines (Palatnik &
Dreyfus, 2019; Hsu & Silver, 2014).
On the other hand, it has been pointed out that
exploration, validation, and interpretation raise
students’ need for understanding when they
encounter uncertainty, contradictions, or ambiguities
(Durand-Guerrier, Boero, Douek, Epp, & Tanguay,
2012). In other words, complex tasks that bring
doubts and lead to conjecturing produce a didactic
situation that encourages students to explain or prove
(Hadas, Hershkowitz & Schwar, 2002). Conjecturing
itself, however, does not necessarily prompt proving
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because of the inevitable structural gaps that occur
between arguments and deductive proofs (Knipping
& Reid, 2015; Pedemonte, 2007). To narrow
structural gaps between argumentation and proof,
conjecturing should go beyond mere guessing or
unbridled speculation and encompass in some way a
search for a structural explanation (Durand-Guerrier
et al., 2012).
Properties of various quadrilaterals and relationships
among quadrilaterals in lower secondary geometry are
challenging for both students and teachers because of
the involvement of the systematization function of
proofs that not only checks whether the results are true
but also provides a coherent and unified organization
(Lin et al., 2011). Students have difficulties in
understanding the structural aspects of proofs, such as
identifying circular arguments or recognizing hidden
assumptions (Miyazaki, Fujita, & Jones, 2017) or
dealing with statements such as “the network of logical
implications” (de Villiers, 2004, p. 707). Teachers find
it challenging to design tasks that will help students to
be aware of the necessity of conjecturing and proving
and how to do it (Lin et al., 2011). We aim to
investigate how indeterminacy of diagram supports
students to construct argumentation structures by
facilitating the semiotic mediation and semiotic
potential of relationships among parallelogram
properties using the task from Noh, Lee, and Moon
(2019).

LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Argumentation structure
Previous studies on learning argumentations and
proofs have considered deductive proof a special type
of argumentation (Durand-Guerrier et al., 2012;
Pedemonte, 2007). In particular, it has been pointed
out that the structural aspect of a deductive proof
differs from the structure of an argumentation before
it has been accomplished (Pedemonte, 2007;
Knipping & Reid, 2015). The structure of a written
proof consists of a network of statements connected
by deductive reasoning between premises and
conclusions (Miyazaki et al., 2017). Thus, to construct a valid proof, it is necessary to recognize the
logical chain of relationships among the components
of a proof. However, this structure of logical chains
often is not discovered or reinvented in classroom
settings because diverse and complex argumentation
structures are produced simultaneously. Knipping
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and Reid (2015) suggested analyzing the complex
argumentation structures presented in classroom
proving situations both at the local and global levels.
At the local level, the local argumentation structure
(LAS), which comprises a single step of argumentation, can be analyzed using Toulmin's model, which
consists of “data” corresponding to premises, “claims”
corresponding to conclusions, and “warrants” supporting the argumentation (Figure 1). At the global
level, global argumentation structure (GAS), consisting of links among LASs, can be analyzed.

Figure 1. Toulmin’s basic model of argumentation
structure (Pedemonte, 2007, p. 28)
Argumentation structures in classroom teaching
heavily depend on the tasks themselves (Lin et al.,
2011; Durand-Guerrier et al., 2012). Tasks giving
students opportunities to produce and verify their
own conjectures can engage students in initiating and
exploring argumentation structures. In other words, a
task with an argumentation structure where the result
has not been stated and where discovering and
determining its truth value is required can offer
students proving experiences (Durand-Guerrier et al.,
2012). To produce conjectures about possible results
of deduction and their truth values, students begin
and maintain meaningful argumentative activities.
Pedemonte
(2007)
classified
meaningful
argumentative activities into two types. First, one can
proceed with constructive argumentation, which
aims to construct various plausible conjectures that
precede mathematical statements. The second is
structurant argumentation, where students aim to
justify their own conjectures. These two types of
argumentation should be considered in task design in
order to enhance students’ conjecturing and proving
their own arguments by means of structuring their
argumentations.

2. Semiotic mediation and semiotic potential
Bussi and Mariotti (2008) shed light on semiotic
mediation and semiotic potential in mathematics
education research studies based on Vygotsky’s
(1978) cognitive perspective, in which cognition is
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viewed as “the internal reconstruction of an external
operation” (p. 56). To reconstruct an external
operation internally, one is directed by semiotic
processes involving production and interpretation of
signs. Signs as tools of mental activity encompass all
sorts of conventional signs such as languages,
counting systems, algebraic symbol systems, and
diagrams. In particular, Bussi and Mariotti (2008)
characterized the essential nature of mathematical
objects as the inevitability of their external
representation being managed by signs in line with
the Piercian perspective. Having focused on signs for
representations of mathematical objects, they
explained that semiotic mediation can occur with two
kinds of relationships that artifacts potentially
promote in the classroom teaching context. First, an
artifact is related to a specific task, from which
contingent signs such as gestures, diagrams, or verbal
expressions emerge. Second, an artifact is related to a
piece of specific mathematical knowledge that has
been culturally developed, and this relationship can
be expressed by mathematical signs. This dual
relationship is called the semiotic potential (Figure 2).
The twofold role played by an artifact that has
semiotic potential can be exploited as (a) a means to
accomplish a task or (b) a tool of semiotic mediation
to accomplish a didactical objective. In particular,
semiotic potential is activated by experts, such as
teachers, as “cultural mediators” who already know
about this double relationship (Bussi & Mariotti,
2008).

(2009) argued that the presence or absence of
diagrams in a task gives different natures to learning
activities, as the structure of a given diagram
determines how learners perform and interact with a
task. They pointed out in particular that visual
representations in a task can determine the
information that can be perceived and the processes
that can be activated; as a result, students might not
be able to uncover essential structures from the
representations (p. 55). On the other hand, Chen and
Herbst (2013) noted that incomplete or open
diagrams can encourage students to interact with
them using multimodal semiotic resources when
making hypotheses about the mathematical objects or
relationships in the diagrams. In line with Chen and
Herbst (2013), Noh et al. (2019) explored how a task
can be designed with incomplete diagrams and how
students can learn properties of parallelograms while
resolving the task. Noh et al. (2019) coined the term
virtual network diagram (VND) to refer to a diagram
as a whole, consisting of a virtual network with
potential relations among individual diagrams that
can be actualized by logical connections (Figure 3).

Figure 3. An example of VND
parallelograms (Noh et al., 2019, p. 203)

Figure 2. The semiotic potential of an artifact
(Bussi & Mariotti, 2008, p. 753)

3. Indeterminacy of diagram and virtual
network diagram
A diagram, one of the signs that can represent
mathematical objects, can play an important role in
mathematics learning. Pantziara, Gagatsis, and Elia
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among

As shown in Figure 3, relations among individual
diagrams within the VND are invisible. Students are
invited to choose individual diagrams that might have
logical connections between them and make
conjectures about what and how to justify the
connections. Three kinds of diagrams are involved
here: (a) VND, (b) individual diagrams (ID), and (c)
diagrams of logical connections among individual
diagrams, or logical connection diagrams (LCD). All
of these diagrams are assumed to have semiotic
potential from the Piercian perspective. In other
words, they not only represent but also bring about
new conceptual meanings and relations through
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observation and experimentation (Radford, 2008).
Furthermore, we accept mathematical philosopher
Châtelet’s (2000) perspective on diagrams as tools
used to temporarily capture gestures; they are not
representations of a fixed meaning but rather have
more dynamic and indeterminate potential (de Freitas
& Sinclair, 2014; Noh et al., 2019). Therefore, we
define indeterminacy of diagram as the
characteristics induced by making purposeful
imperfections in a diagram that have the potential to
create a new meaning by means of experimentation.
The three types of diagrams mentioned above, VND,
ID, and LCD, have indeterminacy in the sense that all
have purposeful imperfections such as absent
information about networks in the VND, roles in
argumentation structures in IDs, and logical
connections in LCDs. In this study, we aim to
investigate the role of indeterminacy of diagram in
students’ construction of argumentation structures
using the task from Noh et al. (2019).

METHODS
1. Task
This study uses the task from Noh et al. (2019), in
which a VND and eight IDs are given and LCDs are
left to students’ determination. Students are invited to
explore IDs and to draw arrows representing LCDs
between IDs. The teacher who led the observed
lesson suggested labeling IDs from ID1 to ID8 as
shown in Figure 4 to avoid unnecessary confusion in
discussion. Each ID corresponds to the one of the
following properties of parallelograms:1
P1. Two pairs of opposite sides are parallel.
P2. Two pairs of opposite sides are congruent.
P3. Two diagonals divide a quadrilateral into two
congruent triangles.
P4. Two pairs of opposite angles are congruent.
P5. Each of the two adjacent angle sums is 180
degrees. (x + y = y + z = z + w = w + x = 180)
P6. Two diagonals bisect each other.
P7. Of the four triangles divided by the two
diagonals, each opposite pair is congruent.

1 The students had already encountered the IDs (Figure 4)
corresponding to the properties of parallelograms in the previous
lesson when learning about parallelograms. The teacher let the
students know that ID5 and ID7 did not fully describe P5 and P7, so
it was necessary to deal with the two IDs while recalling complete
information about P5 and P7.
2020, Special Issue

P8. Each pair of opposite sides is both parallel
and congruent.

Figure 4. The task with VND (Noh et al., 2019, p. 203)
Students were asked to make conjectures about
logical connections between any pair of diagrams by
drawing arrows. In other words, students were
invited to create their own LCD structures by
connecting IDs while determining premises and
results. Once any LCD is produced by drawing
arrows between two IDs, virtual argumentation
structures can emerge and be actualized. The task for
this study includes activities involving investigating
each ID and the relationships between IDs that can be
constructed as argumentation structures, in other
words, the task heavily depends on the indeterminacy
of diagrams. The relative relation of an ID to another
ID can be determined by students at the moment they
determine that an ID is a premise and another ID is a
conclusion of an argument. Each and every ID can be
considered either a premise or a conclusion for a
mathematical claim by experimentally drawing an
arrow in a specific direction (Figure 5). For example,
if a student draws an arrow from ID1 to ID8, the
mathematical conjecture “If two pairs of opposite
sides are parallel (P1), then a pair of opposite sides is
both parallel and congruent (P8)” can be made.
Students who make such conjectures can move to
justify or prove them. ID1 and ID8, which had no
particular status in the initial structure of the LCD,
are then given status as a premise and a conclusion in
the argumentation structure, respectively. Of course,
the opposite direction of conjecture-making is also
possible, in which case ID8 (P8) is viewed as a
premise and ID1 (P1) as a conclusion.
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and how they were related to students’ argumentbuilding processes was conducted.

FINDINGS

Figure 5. Indeterminacy of relations between two IDs

2. Data collection and data analysis
This study is part of larger, three-year study that
began in 2017 with an experienced teacher and the
three researchers (the authors of this paper) who have
been participating in a co-learning community aimed
at designing tasks and reflecting on how the tasks
were helpful in engaging students in more creative
mathematical learning. The teacher has developed
profound understanding of mathematical and
pedagogical creativity while participating in the colearning community with the researchers. The VND,
IDs, and virtual LCDs, which were characterized as
having different types of indeterminacy (see Figure 4
and Figure 5) were employed after iterative task
design approaches. Twenty-four eighth-grade
students participated in this study. Data were
collected through audio- and video-recordings of preand post-interview with the teacher, classroom
teaching, and students’ small-group discussions
during the lesson. Individual students’ worksheets
and group presentation material were also collected.
It was clear to us from the pre- and post-interview
with the teacher that she was fully aware that she
should not direct students by giving information on
the logical connections between IDs and their
justifications. This paper focuses on how
indeterminacy of diagram supports students’
construction of argumentation structures, so the main
data analyzed were the whole lesson (transcripts that
were started by L) and small-group discussions
(transcripts that were started by G) involving students’
argumentation while drawing arrows between IDs.
Following Mayring (2015) for the discourse analysis
about diagrams for argumentations and Toulmin (1958)
for the actualized argumentation structures, we
identified how students were aware of or constructed
claims, data, and their implicit/explicit warrants for their
argumentation. Thereafter, we identified specific
patterns that students followed when finding and
justifying logical connections between IDs. Further
investigation on what LASs and GASs were constructed

1. Representing and sense-making of logical
connections using kinematic and spatial
metaphors
In the beginning, students did not have a clear
understanding of what they were being asked to do
with the IDs and what changes could be made by
drawing an arrow between any two IDs. This struggle
came from the indeterminacy of the three types of
diagrams in the task: the VND, the IDs, and the
virtual LCDs. After a little while, most students
started drawing arrows between two IDs either on
their work sheets or in the air. The majority of
students started arrows from ID1, which was the
definition of a parallelogram and was located in the
upper center of the VND. Then, using kinematic
metaphors such as “go” together with spatial
metaphors such as “here,” students were able to
break through initial confusions about or ambiguities
in the task. In addition, students appeared to
understand the reasons why they needed to draw
arrows instead of lines between two IDs. For
example, the following conversation from a group is
a typical case observed in the initial stage of
constructing argumentation structures. The two
students were talking about connecting ID4 and ID5.
G071

S1

It's going this way from here. Is this
right?

G072

S2

Um, a corresponding angle… I've
drawn this extension line…

G073

S1

No.

G074

S2

Isn’t it?

G075

S1

This, to go from here like this, x + z
… x = z, y = … So these two, the
sum of four angles is 2x + 2y = 360,
and then x + y = 180.

G076

S2

But these are not given like x, y, x, y

G077

S1

Since the two opposite angles - are
congruent.

G078

S2

Then does this hold?

G079

S1

The two opposite angles are
congruent, so you can change z to x.
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So that's how it goes from here…
G080

S2

Oh, then add this here.

In the above conversation, S1 drew an arrow from
ID4 to ID5 and tried to make a sense of it using a
narrative including “go” and “here” (G071, G075,
G079), whereas S2 jumped to the issue of whether he
could justify the arrow from ID4 to ID5. When S2
drew an extension line in ID4 (G072), he may have
recalled other properties such as the sum of an
interior and its exterior angle of a parallelogram is
180 degrees. He lost the point about linking two IDs
and appeared to do what he could do with ID4. S1,
repeatedly making it clear that he started from ID4,
he tried to actualize ID5 as a conclusion although he
did not explicitly mention it using the combination of
kinematic and spatial metaphors. However, S1
struggled to complete the warrant to construct an
argumentation structure from ID4 to ID5 (Figure 6).

Figure 6. LCD showing an LAS from ID4 to ID5
Two other students, S3 and S4, showed flexibility in
choosing two IDs to make conjectures as follows.
G240

S3

It can go from 3 to here 6.

G241

S4

Can it go? Let's think more…

relationships between any two IDs (G240, G241).
Since ID3, ID6, and ID7 have one or two diagonals in
the diagram, it is very natural to conjecture there might
be certain relationships between any two of the three.
However, S3 and S4 could not effectively relate any
two of the three IDs except in thinking about pairs of
parallel lines and alternate angles (G244). While S3
and S4 were not able to notice potential LASs, they
were able to understand that there might be many
relationships between two IDs in view of the VND
structure of the task.
Once accepting the possibility that two IDs could
be related by drawing an arrow, students moved on to
linking all the IDs given and created relations or
arrows as illustrated in the following discussion.
G351

S5

From 7 to 8 … congruence and …
parallel.

G352

S6

Wait, why are they parallel?

G353

S5

Since it's coming from here, it'll be
parallel.

G354

S6

Can we do it like that?

G355

S5

From 1…

We can see S5 was concentrating on ID8 by
saying “congruence and … parallel” (G351) when
making a conjecture using a virtual relationship
between ID7 and ID8. He extended his reasoning to
the relations among ID1, ID7, and ID8 because he
found that parallel lines were in ID1 but not in ID7.
By this time, S5 used the new kinematic word “come”
instead of “go” to express the origin of a part of the
necessary warrant of “parallel lines” for building a
virtual LAS (Figure 7).

…

G244

S3

Here, it’s parallel here, and it's also
parallel here, wait a minute, there
are alternate angles here.

G245

S4

No, it's going this way, so let's start
proving from here.

It was interesting to see S3 and S4 finding
possibilities in connecting two IDs. The auxiliary verb
“can” reveals that S3 and S4 kept exploring virtual
2020, Special Issue

Figure 7. LASs among ID1, ID7, and ID8
Students became active in making conjectures
about relationships between two IDs not only two
IDs that were adjacent but also for ones that were
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more distant by moving their attention from two IDs
to the two relations between them. More importantly,
students looked very joyful and were willing to go on
adventures in creating new connections, and, as a
result, they were able to come up with rich new
argumentation structures.
G375

S7

It can't directly go here, because
SSS (a triangle congruence
theorem) is necessary for them to
be congruent each other. Thus, go
here and then go this way. I would
call this a half-proof process.

G376

S8

Then, there should be SSS.

G377

S7

It is SSS here once, and these two
are congruent here, so it goes in
this way.

In the above episode, S7 seemed to distinguish
“directly going” from just “going” (G375) while
paying attention to the necessary warrant, which was
SSS for the LAS from ID2 to ID3 so that the LAS
could go from ID3 to ID1 (Figure 8). There were other
approaches such as making the LAS go from ID1 to
ID3, using the triangle congruence theorem, and
having the LAS go from ID3 to ID2. Depending on
students’ choices, different GASs produced by
connecting two LASs were actualized. More
interestingly, when connecting two LASs, S7 noted
there must be one ID in common. He seemed even to
notice that ID3 plays double role, as both a conclusion
and a premise (Figure 8). This explains the underlying
reason why S7 wanted to call the first part of his
argumentation structure a “half-proof process.”

Figure 8. S7’s representation of the argumentation structure
Whereas S7 effectively connected three IDs using
two warrants with the same evidence, the SSS
congruence theorem, S1 struggled to connect the same
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three IDs by sticking to his previous knowledge of
parallelograms. He looked proud of his memory and
said, “Last class, when we learned about parallelograms,
our teacher said, if both pairs of opposite sides of a
quadrilateral are congruent, it is a parallelogram.”
(G163). Unfortunately, his knowledge hindered his
building of the necessary warrant for creating an LAS
from ID2 to ID1, and he got lost (Figure 9).

Figure 9. S1’s failure to create an LAS from ID2 to ID1
Interestingly, S4 tried to create an LAS from ID1 to
ID2, which was the opposite of the direction of S7’s
LAS in the next discussion with S3 (G180). He noted
that the two triangles made by a diagonal line are
congruent, which is related to ID3 (G183).
G180

S3

So instead of going like this,
shouldn't it go through like this and
then go like this?

G181

S4

It could directly go like this or could
also go through like this.

G182

S3

Because you have to draw a diagonal
line to check that these are
congruent…

G183

S4

Yeah, just by drawing a diagonal
line, we can see they are congruent.

What is the most noticeable in S4’s argumentation
structure construction is his flexibility in viewing the
relations between IDs. He constructed an LAS from ID1
to ID2 saying “directly go,” at the same time, a GAS
with two LASs from ID1 to ID3 then to ID2 (Figure 10).
As S4 constructed a GAS with multiple LASs at this
point, his searching for a warrant was also multidimensional. Surprisingly, S3 exactly understood what
S4 meant and replied to him with an essential idea that
can be a warrant for the GAS created by S4 (G182). In
this GAS, ID3 has been identified as a conclusion of the
LAS from ID1 to ID3, a premise of the LAS from ID3
to ID2, and a warrant of the GAS from ID1 to ID2
(Figure 11).
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…
G438

S9

If this holds, it means this and this
are congruent. Then it's parallel
because of the congruent angles,
and they have congruent sides…

G439

S9

By the way, if this direction holds
because of this, then is this direction
is definitely true?

G440

S10

We don't know that this holds true.
This alone doesn't mean this.

Figure 10. S4’s representation of his LCD

…

Figure 11. LCD with multiple LASs

2. Emergence of bi-directional argumentation
structures
In making sense of logical connections between two
IDs, many students were able to move on to
construction of a GAS as shown in Figures 10 and 11.
To create better GASs, students not only tried to
connect two IDs in more diverse ways but also became
interested in creating novel connections among IDs.
One such example is creating bi-directional
argumentation structures. Specifically, students drew
two arrows simultaneously between two IDs while
examining whether both arrows could be justified or not,
as shown in the following dialogue.
G422

S9

It goes back and forth wildly ... very
complex

G423

S10

So here's SSS...

G424

S9

Isn't everything going in both
directions?

G425

S10

Both directions?
…

G432

S10

It’s because of this, but that's not
because of this.

G433

S9

If this holds, this
congruence, so…

G434

S10

Why can this be SAS?

G435

S9

But if it’s like this, all of them are
true.
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…

SAS

G443

S9

…isn't it that all of the connections
we've done hold in the opposite
direction also?

G444

S10

There’s something wrong with that.

In the discussion, S9 raised the issue of bi-directional
argumentation by saying “go back and forth wildly”
(G422, see Figure 12), but S10 was interested in finding
warrants for his own argumentation, mentioning the
SSS congruence theorem (G423). S9 made more clear
expression, “both directions” (G424), to move S10’s
attention to the issue he was pondering, although he
made the wrong claim that bi-directional relations can
be justified through only one-directional argumentation.
In a response to this claim, S10 showed he could not
agree with S9 because he thought one-directional
argumentation was not enough to justify bi-directional
relations (G432, G440). In addition, S10 had a sense
that all relations are not necessarily bi-directional
(G444). Because of their continuous conflicts, S9
decided to ask for help from the teacher who was
circling around the classroom. S9’s question to the
teacher was, “Would this warrant be enough to make
both relations true?” (G445) The teacher did not give a
direct answer to it and encouraged S9 to find evidence
for his claim. S9 and S10 spent some time looking for
many ways to find evidence for his claim. However, S9
kept asking a series of questions such as “May we
connect IDs in both directions?” (G460). Both students
could not resolve their own questions about bidirectional relations and their validities but they
continued actively questioning and discussing them.
As shown in Figure 12, there are rich bi-directions in
the given VND that can be actualized by students.
Indeterminacy in the VND enabled students to pay
attention to these bi-directions. S9 and S10 developed
more bi-directional argumentations and discussed ways
to justify them.
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Figure 14. S9 and S10’s final LCD including bidirectional argumentations
Figure 12. S9’s conjecture about bi-directional
argumentation and virtual bi-directions in the VND
G468

S10

This is ASA congruence but this is
SAS congruence.

G469

S9

But anyway, that's why each one
holds.

G470

S9

… That way… This means that
opposite angles are congruent… If
opposite angles are congruent…

G471

S10

If this holds, it can…

G472

S9

But it doesn't go from here to here.

G473

S10

Can it go from this?

3. Collective construction of argumentation
structures
In the small-group activities, a variety of LASs and
GASs were created, and not all groups discussed bidirectional argumentations. Some students used monodirectional relations only, unlike S9 and S10 when
constructing their own LASs and GASs. For example,
S3 and S4 completed their arguments using monodirectional implication, as shown in Figure 15a. The
underlying reason why they did not draw multiple
arrows among the IDs seemed to be related their senses
of aesthetics in representing argumentation structures.

…
G476

S9

…but if it looks this way
independently … this can't go that
way.

G477

S10

Yes. This is the only way.

G478

S9

Oh, it can't ... oh, there is a case
where only one direction holds.

In the above discussion, S9 still had difficulty
justifying bi-directional arguments between ID6 and
ID7, but he succeeded afterwards. He then suddenly
shifted his attention to relations between ID4 and ID7.
He convinced S10 that only one direction of
argumentation is possible in between the two IDs
(Figure 13). S9 and S10 were able to construct a GAS
including bi-directional argumentation (Figure 14).

Figure 15. Two LCDs showing different structuring
of GASs
G210

S3

Why not go again from here to here?

G211

S4

I know we can go.

G212

S3

Then why not draw another arrow
here?

G213

S4

It becomes a mess. I meant to avoid it.
…

G260

Figure 13. S9’s LCD including bi-directional
argumentations

S4

Okay. I am satisfied with this. It
becomes a mess if we add more arrows.

We could not fully understand why S4 was suddenly
concerned about the aesthetic aspects of the LCD and tried
to avoid a complex diagram representing logical
connections. The only thing clear is that S4 intentionally
controlled the number of arrows to construct a cleanJournal of Educational Research in Mathematics
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looking LCD (G213, G260). He seemed to be concerned
with the overall features of the GAS he constructed or
wanted to construct while drawing the LCD for it. As a
result, the final LCD by S4 (Figure 15a) looks different
from the one by S1 and S2 (Figure 15b).
Figure 15b has more arrows, meaning that the students
who drew it found more relationships between IDs. This
LCD was constructed by S1, S2, and S11. It is notable the
ways in which S11 considers aesthetic aspects.
G137 S1

L134

S6

From 1 to 3 (with a moving
gesture), if you draw a diagonal
line [of the parallelogram] like
this here (drawing a diagonal
line on ID1 on the screen), this
is x and is equal to that, alternate
angles, and if this is named y,
these are also alternate angles, so
this is y (marking the names of
angles on ID1). Then they
become congruent, so it goes
like this (with a gesture).

L135

Teacher

So are you going to draw an
arrow there?

L136

S6

Yes (drawing a red arrow).

L137

S6

And it goes from 3 to 2 (drawing
another red arrow). Because they
become congruent, it's the same
as this one and this one (marking
sides of the same length), so it
goes to [2].

Let’s draw more arrows.

G138 S11 I would consider one between 7 and 5.
…
G147 S2

There are no relations between 7 and 5.

G148 S11 They don’t connect with each other. It is
not good, somehow: They are isolated.
G149 S2

Here is a hub, number 3...

S11 in the above dialogue considers the LCD is not
satisfying because of isolated IDs and tries to find
relations to make all IDs connected, which is a type of
aesthetic perspective (G138, G148). S2, on the other hand,
calls ID3 a “hub” to express its multi-connectedness with
other IDs. Indeed, ID3 was considered important when
constructing LASs and GASs during the lesson, which is
related to the significance of the idea that diagonal lines
and triangle congruence can play a major role in drawing
and justifying various propositions about the properties of
parallelograms. In this way, students tend to actualize the
virtual mathematics underlying LCDs not only by
argumentation structure constructions but also by
structuring their argumentation structures. Indeterminacy
of diagrams seems open these creative opportunities in
the classroom setting as all students can have autonomy.
Another interesting performance was a collective
LCD and GAS construction activity. The teacher
showed the VND on the electronic screen at the front
and asked three students to draw arrows on it and
explain what arguments they could make. The rest of
the students observed how the arrows were added and
how the LCD was elaborated one by one through the
collaborative work of the three students. The first
participant, S6, drew arrows showing his own LASs and
GAS (Figure 16). A part of his explanation on his LCD
is as follows.
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Figure 16. S6’s LCD on the screen
S6 presented his LASs with relevant warrants and
constructed an interesting LCD (Figure 16). In his
justification for each LAS, he properly recognized
premises, conclusions, and warrants (L134, L137). The
teacher encouraged the rest of the students to examine the
arguments that were made and how they were justified
rather than just observing the S6’s LCD. However, not all
elements of the argumentation structures were discussed
or examined by the teacher or the rest of the students.
Therefore, there was a possibility that some students may
not have been able to fully understand what arguments
were made and how they were justified while
constructing the argumentation structures.
The next presenter, S9, was asked by the teacher to
explain why he (and his small group) did not connect
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some local parts in the answer that were not connected by
arrows. At this point, the student asked whether he could
remove an arrow in his small group's answer before the
presentation (L160, “Can I erase just one?”), and then
eliminated the arrow from ID1 to ID2. The teacher asked
why he modified the diagram and S9 answered as follows:
L162

S9

Like S6 said earlier, it has to go like
this (with a gesture from ID1 to ID3)
and then go like this (with a gesture
from ID3 to ID2), so it can't go
directly from here (with a gesture
from ID1 to ID2). This is because
between them, there is a need for
congruence when the diagonal is
drawn…

L163

Teacher Where can't it go directly?

L164

S9
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He made different logical connections between different
IDs with justifications of his claims (Figure 18). S7 also
distinguished a “direct connection” from a “connection
through intermediate pathways.” Furthermore, he used
bi-directional arrows to express equivalency in logics
between a premise and a conclusion between ID3 and
ID8, as shown in Figure 18. The teacher asked the three
students to use different colored markers so that the rest
of the students could observe the evolutionary process
of building logical connections between IDs in the VND.
This allowed not only the three students but also the
observers to be fully engaged in developing the LCD
and make dynamic changes in their LASs and GAS as
well as in the VND, although a part of drawing was
erased in the meantime.

It can't go from 1 to 2 directly
(drawing a blue arrow and “×”
mark).

Figure 18. S7’s completion of the LCD on the screen

CONCLUSION
Figure 17. S9’s LCD including an intermediate
pathway
S9 added other LCDs to the previous LCDs by
connecting different pairs of IDs or the same pairs of IDs
from different directions. S9 argued that ID1 could not be
a premise when considering ID8 to be a conclusion in a
direct claim (L168), so it was necessary to include “an
intermediate pathway” from ID3 to ID7 to connect ID1
and ID8. As shown in Figure 17, S9 distinguished
arguments where he could find warrants from where he
could not when directly connecting two IDs. Finding
intermediate pathways is what S9 thought of as a strategy
to create more mathematical conjectures while examining
their truth value even before undertaking proving them.
The last presenter, S7, tried to complete the collaborative LCD representing his group’s accumulative
GAS on the same screen, as the teacher had encouraged.

The findings indicate that the three types of
diagrams, VND, ID, and LCD, facilitated the students’
construction and elaboration of their conjectures and
arguments about geometrical properties in the process
of actualizing virtual relationships between the given
individual diagrams in the VND. The VND for this
study lacked information about a network, in other
words, the logical connections between the IDs in it.
The IDs did not fully represent geometrical properties
and the LCDs were determined by students depending
on how they structured their argumentations with
warrants and aesthetic perspectives. Our aim for this
study was to examine the roles played by the
purposeful imperfection of diagram, or indeterminacy
of diagram, in supporting students’ argumentation
structure constructions.
First, both constructive argumentation and
structurant argumentation (Pedemonte, 2007) were
promoted in the process of building logical connections
Journal of Educational Research in Mathematics
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between the IDs in the given VND. Students became
aware that it is necessary to examine whether they can
find warrants for their argumentations when drawing
arrows in their LCD (for example, G351). In the
beginning stage, it was observed that existing
knowledge hindered students from paying attention to
the “between” instead of individual diagram itself (for
example, see S1’s comment in G163 and Figure 9).
When the students’ attention was moved from the IDs
themselves to the relationships between them, the
majority actively constructed LASs and GASs. More
importantly, students used specific geometric properties
such as congruence theorems to construct their own
LCDs representing LASs or GASs. They were engaged
in creating new geometrical properties based on LASs
and GASs while investigating proper warrants in ways
that were exactly what mathematicians do for their
research. The diverse and dynamic structures that
emerged in the students’ GASs alleviated their fears
about mathematical conjecturing and proving and
allowed them to focus on the productive aspects of
mathematics in an effective and easy way. As Knipping
and Reid (2015) described, complex argumentation
structures in GASs and linearity in deductive structure
in LASs existed at the same time in the classroom. In
line with Prusak, Hershkowitz, and Schwarz (2012), the
students in this study not only developed their own
argumentation structures but also critically investigated
and referred to other students’ LASs and GASs (see the
three students’ collaborative work described in L162L164 and in Figure 18). Therefore, it was the
indeterminacy of the VND with purposeful
insufficiency of information on the logical connections
between the IDs in particular that played a role in
engaging students into the argumentation construction
process while searching for warrants for their
conjectures so that students were able to move on to the
argumentation justification stage smoothly and
effectively.
Second, indeterminacy of the IDs (ID1-ID8) in the
VND required students to recall the corresponding
geometrical properties (P1-P8) whenever they
reconstructed them as warrants for their argumentations.
Although the eight IDs in the VND lacked information
on the corresponding geometrical properties, students
easily reconstructed the background information of the
IDs for their argumentation constructions. For example,
S1 suggested changing z to x for his argumentation
about the relation between ID4 and ID5 (G079). In this
way, students effectively utilized what they had learned
about parallelograms in the previous lessons while
2020, Special Issue

constructing diverse argumentation structures. Proving
mathematical conjectures in school mathematics should
be considered an opportunity for students to deepen
their understanding of mathematics (Lin et al., 2012). In
addition, since the VND structure was not determined,
students, especially those who are not familiar with
mathematical symbols and abstract sentences in school
mathematics, are still able to participate in
argumentation constructions and justifications using
kinematic and spatial metaphors such as “go from here”,
“go directly here from here”, and “come from up there”
as discussed in the Finding section (for example, G240G245). Therefore, we can see how indeterminacy of
diagram in this study played a significant role in
changing students’ attention to virtual and spatial
structures in the VND (Pantziara et al., 2009; Chen &
Herbst, 2013) from the IDs themselves through
activating students’ use of kinematic and spatial
metaphor.
Third, the role of diagrammatic indeterminacy in
this study can be considered a semiotic potential
(Bussi & Mariotti, 2008) or its source. In the semiotic
mediation context, insufficient information might be
regarded as an obstacle for learners in making sense
of mathematical objects and relationships, but it was
the opposite in this study. The teacher continuously
reported that her students became surprisingly active
in exploration of mathematics by conjecturing and
justifying mathematical arguments both during and
after the lesson. In her reflection on the lesson, the
most frequent words she used were “surprising” and
“impressive.” Our guesses about the reasons that
indeterminacy of diagram in this study effectively
elevated students’ semiotic activity are (a) the
message that connections should be made between
the eight IDs was clear from the VND structure, (b)
there is a rich repertoire of parallelogram properties
for students to use when constructing argumentation
structures, and (c) the teacher was able and willing to
motivate students to construct and justify their own
argumentation structures.
Using indeterminacy of diagram is not welcomed by
mathematics teachers for daily use since it would create
chaos. The teacher in this study also had the same
sentiment at the beginning of her three-year journey with
us but completely changed her attitudes toward
indeterminacy not only in diagrams but also in school
mathematics. This study adds an example of teaching
mathematics with indeterminacy as an essential aspect of
mathematical knowledge and mathematical learning
(Châtelet, 2000; de Freitas & Sinclair, 2014).
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